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Make The Game Pieces

In the back of this booklet there are some 8 ½ x 11 pages and some cut-out items. The 8 
½ x 11 pages are for:

• The federal government

• A federal reserve bank

• Ordinary Bank A

• Ordinary Bank B

• Ordinary Bank C

The cut-outs are for:

• TREASURY NOTE

• FEDERAL RESERVE CHECK

How To Play The Game

When you first grasp how The Mandrake Mechanism works, I predict you won’t believe 
it. You might think, “Wait! Where is this money coming from? Good point! It’s coming 
from “thin air.” How could something so PHONY and so BLATENTLY CORRUPT be 
the basis of the entire financial system of the United States?”



Our monetary system USED TO BE based on gold. Way back then, you could buy a 
Colt .45 for a $20 gold piece. You still can. The Colt now costs $800+ but the $20 gold 
piece has risen in value too. 

Now, things have gotten to the point that other countries REFUSE to have our debts paid 
back to them in our (fake—fiat) dollars. Dollars that have the same value as Monopoly 
money!

The lesson is clear. If we had kept our currency based on precious 
metals (gold and silver) the “dollar” would have held it’s value.

Back in the days when the American dollar was literally worth its weight in gold, a 
rancher could sell his ranch with a hand shake. The buyer would pull up in his horse-
drawn buckboard with the agreed-upon price in the form of gold. 

Real estate for real money.

The seller would sign over the deed. Deal done. 

Man! “Those days have gone forever—over a long time ago.”

Dan and Teri bought a house. They took a lot of time to track down all the players in their 
purchase. They couldn’t believe their eyes! 

Here’s the way selling a house looks today.

Too much opportunity for wrong-doing
Too much opportunity for fraud
Too much opportunity for theft

Precious metal-backed currency 
prevents governments 

from stealing the wealth of their citizens 
by way of the secret tax 

known as inflation.





The Names Of The Players

When the game starts out there should be a TREASURY NOTE on the federal 
government sheet. There should be a FEDERAL RESERVE CHECK sitting on the fed 
sheet,

• TREASURY NOTE for $1,000,000
The federal government prints “treasury note” with a decided-upon value on a blank 
piece of paper with fancy borders. It has no real value whatsoever. It’s just a piece 
of paper. This is given to the “fed”1 which calls the piece of paper a

SECURITY ASSET
In return for receiving the the federal government’s treasury note (now called a 
Security Asset) the “fed” prints a federal reserve check on yet another valueless 
blank piece of paper. The “fed” gives this check back to the federal government. 
This check is now called a

• FEDERAL RESERVE CHECK
There is absolutely NO MONEY BACKING UP THESE CHECKS! 
If a private citizen were to write “bad” checks on a bank account with NO 
MONEY TO BACK THE CHECKS UP this would be a serious crime. 

• The federal government endorses the “fed’s” check and deposits it in one of the 
Federal Banks (not the “fed”). The receiving Federal Bank calls this check a

• A GOVERNMENT DEPOSIT
The Federal Bank then uses this “money” to write checks to pay for the good and 
services the government has purchased. When the government pays for services 
with federal bank checks, the private companies receiving these checks endorse 
them and deposits them in their own local private banks accounts. These payments 
are called

• COMMERCIAL BANK DEPOSITS
By a sleight-of-hand financial “trick,” the local bank re-names these deposits 
calling them

1 The “fed” is a banking cartel—a private company that is NOT part of the federal governent.



• BANK RESERVES
Private banks are only required to hold back 10% of the deposits they receive. 
Putting it another way, they are allowed to “loan” 90% of this fake money to other 
commercial banks. When Bank A receives $1,000,000. 90% of that ($900,000) can 
be loaned to Bank B.

This is the first step in the absurd game called Fractional Banking. Each 
local bank only has a fraction of the funds they are supposedly holding. If al the 
citizens withdrew the money the think the bank is holding the bank would crash 
immediately.

• Bank B can loan 90% of that ($810,000) to Bank C.

• Bank C can loan 90% of that ($729,000) to Bank D

• Bank D can loan 90% of that ($729,000) to Bank E

• Bank E can loan 90% of that ($656,100) to Bank F

On and on it goes with no actual money or securities being involved. All these deposits 
are using fake (fiat) money that does not exist—money that came out of thin air.Step by 
step banks create new money out of thin air!

When Bank A, B, C, D or E loans money to its customers for homes, cars, boats, 
airplanes and everything else, these are simply called bank loans. The “money” they are 
loaning does not exist, did not exist in the past and will not exist in the future.

The only reason this fraud works is because the citizens are willing 
to engage in a voluntary suspension of disbelief.



How To Play The Game

NOTE

The “fed” does not GIVE money to the federal government . . .
It loans the money WITH INTEREST.

Every dollar the federal government takes from the “fed” has an automatic debt 
attached to it. The federal government is fully expected to pay back the loans AND 
the interest some day. 

The amounts already owed are astronomical.
They can NEVER be repaid. 

The money that the federal government has borrowed and the interest on all that debt 
is truly staggering. It has impoverished every American from now until the end of 
time.

The evil banking cartel called the “federal” reserve has turned all Americans into dirt 
poor serfs who work and slave for the cartel of evil bankers they don’t know and 
have never met.

Here’s how to play the game steps, step-by-step.

Start out with a TREASURY NOTE on the federal government page and a 
FEDERAL RESERVE CHECK on the fed page.

1. The federal government gives the the fed a worthless piece of paper called a 
TREASURY NOTE “worth” $1,000,000. The government says it’s worth one 
million “dollars,” but it’s just a piece of paper.

Slide the TREASURY NOTE over onto the fed page.

2. The fed calls this a Security Asset and creates a worthless piece of paper called a 
FEDERAL RESERVE CHECK which it gives back to the federal government



Slide the FEDERAL RESERVE CHECK over onto the federal government page.

3. The federal government endorses the FEDERAL RESERVE CHECK and deposits 
it into one of its federal banks (not the fed). 

Slide the FEDERAL RESERVE CHECK over onto the federal bank page

4. When the federal bank receives the deposit of the endorsed check, the government 
starts paying its bills using their account at the federal bank. The businesses who 
are owed money by the government receive their compensation via what are known 
as

5. GOVERNMENT CHECKS. 

Now even though these checks have no monetary backing behind them at all, still 
no one goes to prison.

The federal bank can deposit deposit fake money into a Commercial Bank A. For 
the game we will assume that the amount Commercial Bank A receives the full 
$1,000,000

Slide a game piece marked $1,000,000 onto Commercial Bank A

6. Commercial Bank A names this deposit using the name BANK RESERVES 

7. Now, because Commercial Bank A has “reserves,” it is allowed to loan up to 90% 
of this money ($900,000) to Commercial Bank B.

Slide a $900,000 game pice onto Bank B

8. Commercial Bank B renames the deposit from Commercial Bank A “reserves.” 
Once this is done, Commercial Bank B can loan up to 90% of the nine hundred 
grand ($810,000) to Commercial Bank C

Slide a $810,000 game piece over onto Bank C

9. Commercial Bank C is allowed to loan 90% ($729,000) to Commercial Bank D 



At ever turn of the fractional banking revolving door, new “money” is created out of thin 
air.

Fractional banking can go on for up to 28 rounds after which the original $1,000,000 has 
become a truly staggering amount of non-existing, imaginary, fake (fiat) money. All this 
money literally came out of thin air!

Over time, this process steals the wealth from all Americans and gives it to the greedy 
bankers.

Every American is, essentially, 
a serf who slaves tirelessly 

for the benefit of their owners—
the evil, corrupt bankers. 
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